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PROJECT OVERVIEW
We start Business with Govt. of Punjab Education department as well as Authorized American Education World Wide Testing Center, Education, Coaching, Learning and Training Partner. We have agreement with Govt. of Punjab (P.I.T.B) Punjab Information Technology Board Lahore Pakistan and American’s Companies. We establish Laboratories in Govt. of Punjab Colleges as a Private Partnership. We establish Labs in our Head Office in Lahore, there we took ETS American iBT TOEFL / Prometric / Microsoft / Certiport / Cisco / Novell / Person VUE / CIW / Adobe / CWNP / Intel / Juniper & Misc. Exams at our Testing and Coaching Center. Professionalism and dedication of Our Team members had helped the company establish a firm foothold in the global market. Each one of us has tried heart and soul to make this business a success. Our Instructors are professionally trained and have years of valuable industry experience. We keep ourselves abreast of all the latest hardware, software and client support services, that have been strategically sourced from all over the world. We understand the importance of communication. We develop close and personal contact with you, which enable us to perform to your 100% satisfaction. Each project, whether big or small is special to us. We strive to transforms dreams and ideas into reality. Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is essential to all walks of life. Computers are becoming more and more common, and the internet is the most popular by-product of the turn of the century. Student Shelter In Computers has the vision of ensuring that Pakistan attains a role on the Global ICT map as an innovative and cost-effective location. Advocating for the interest of the industry, Student Shield In Computers will be recognized locally and internationally as the voice of the Pakistani ICT industry. The ICT industry in Pakistan has boomed as a result of its cost-effectiveness and the multiple benefits it provides. Computers have bridged gaps across the world, and retrieving information round the clock is now possible. Information can be stored in great amounts in a variety of storage space options. Networking has enabled information sharing within offices, resulting in seamless integration, and the cost of maintenance is very minimal. The digital world is very structured and organized, and allows multiple accesses. That the number
and quality of ICT graduates is increased and that the skill set of the Members’ employees is refined. In order for the Pakistani ICT industry to prosper it must be able to attract and retain the required number of employees. At Student Shelter In Computers, we are providing technical education in an unconventional method. We believe in the “Training During Education” model. Out of our vast experience and exposure, we have narrowed down the Causes of the unsatisfactory conditions of our engineering and CS graduates. And we have also provided with the Remedies; so that competent and knowledgeable professionals are produced.

SOCIETAL BENEFITS
Our Aim & Mission as a Org to Promote Information Tech Edu into Women’s Teach, Train & Employee them

PREVIOUS PROJECT UPDATED/EXPANDED?
We establish Laboratories in Govt. of Punjab Colleges as a Private Partnership. We establish Labs in our Head Office in Lahore, there we took ETS American iBT TOEFL / Prometric / Microsoft / Certiport / Cisco / Novell / Person VUE / CIW / Adobe / CWNP / Intel / Juniper & Misc. Exams at our Testing and Coaching Center. We are currently running Microsoft IT Academy and Cisco Regional Network Academy in Punjab, Lahore Pakistan and Misc. IT Educational Distance Learning Partner in Pakistan. We are working in Pakistan as a Non Profit Organization. We will Teach IT Education Microsoft / Certiport / Cisco / Novell / Person VUE / CIW / Adobe / CWNP / Intel / Juniper & Misc. Distance Learning IT Education in all Govt. Colleges Computers Centers. Our Mission and Main target to teach Women in Information Technology, We will Train, Teach & Employing them in different Govt. Colleges or Organizations. Our Aim to Promote Information Technology Education in Pakistan in Different Colleges & Various Industries. We are giving World-class training in the latest technologies. Guidance from great IT professionals. Assistance with internships, job placement, and career planning. The Microsoft IT Academy (ITA) and Cisco Network Regional Academy program enables academic learning institutions to connect the world of education to the world of work by enabling faculty and students to acquire new technology skills in an academic setting. Microsoft IT Academy and Cisco Regional Academy has a world-class Microsoft and Cisco curriculum and cutting-edge software tools to experience real-world challenges in the classroom environment. Technology is evolving faster than ever before. Businesses need skilled employees who are confident with the latest technology—they need your skills to be current, they need them validated, and they need them now. To meet this demand, it is essential that you have the necessary resources and support to make it possible. [Student Shelter In Computers ®], Authorized Microsoft® IT Academy Partner and Cisco Regional Academy Partner, can help you get the skills and prepare for the certification’s you need to enter the 21st century workforce. Make sure you have the competitive edge by participating in the Microsoft IT Academy Program & Cisco Network Regional Academy Partner. World-class training in the latest technologies. Guidance from great IT professionals. Assistance with internships, job placement, and career planning.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE?
Yes

PROJECT BENEFIT EXAMPLE
Our Company Student Shelter In Computers ® is already doing International Educational IT Projects and authorized from International World Wide Testing, Distance Learning Education, Coaching and Training Center We are...
currently running Microsoft IT Academy and Cisco Regional Network Academy in Punjab, Lahore Pakistan and Misc. IT Educational Distance Learning Partner in Pakistan. We are working in Pakistan as a Non Profit Organization. We will Teach IT Education Microsoft / Certiport / Cisco / Novell / Person VUE / CIW / Adobe / CWNP / Intel / Juniper & Misc. Distance Learning IT Education in all Govt. Colleges Computers Centers. Our Mission and Main target to teach Women in Information Technology, We will Train, Teach & Employing them in different Govt. Colleges or Organizations. Our Aim to Promote Information Technology Education in Pakistan in Different Colleges & Various Industries. We are giving World-class training in the latest technologies. Guidance from great IT professionals. Assistance with internships, job placement, and career planning. The Microsoft IT Academy (ITA) and Cisco Network Regional Academy program enables academic learning institutions to connect the world of education to the world of work by enabling faculty and students to acquire new technology skills in an academic setting. Microsoft IT Academy and Cisco Regional Academy has a world-class Microsoft and Cisco curriculum and cutting-edge software tools to experience real-world challenges in the classroom environment. Technology is evolving faster than ever before. Businesses need skilled employees who are confident with the latest technology—they need your skills to be current, they need them validated, and they need them now. To meet this demand, it is essential that you have the necessary resources and support to make it possible. [Student Shelter In Computers ®, Authorized Microsoft® IT Academy Partner and Cisco Regional Academy Partner, can help you get the skills and prepare for the certification’s you need to enter the 21st century workforce. Make sure you have the competitive edge by participating in the Microsoft IT Academy Program & Cisco Network Regional Academy Partner. World-class training in the latest technologies. Guidance from great IT professionals. Assistance with internships, job placement, and career planning.]

IS THIS PROJECT AN INNOVATION, BEST PRACTICE? Yes

ADDITIONAL PROJECT INFORMATION
Our Vision To bring about a change in society by becoming a leading educational and research institution that utilizes the latest technology and provides intellectually stimulating, professionally relevant and progressive and innovative education that is consistent with our national values and is accessible to all. Student Shelter In Computers has the vision of ensuring that Pakistan attains a role on the Global ICT map as an innovative and cost-effective location. Advocating for the interest of the industry, Student Shelter In Computers will be recognized locally and internationally as the voice of the Pakistani ICT industry. To become reliable career counseling platform, professional trainer, and credible job bank catering to the rapidly changing needs of the IT/Telecom market. In compliance to this purpose, we envisage Student Shelter In Computers to be a place where IT/Telecom industry outsourcers networks and/or services. To stand as technical training partner of the large enterprise and/or carrier class companies. To convert our vision, we are in process of developing extremely focussed, motivated and professionally trained human resource with which we will convert client’s vision into reality. The progress vision is achieved by realizing that our company’s true vigor is within its people. Vision of growth is to be quick, adaptable and dexterous to respond to industry dynamics. We aim to be a respected and responsible corporate citizen to carry on playing a significant role in the development of national human resource infrastructure, social and technological sectors of the country. The ICT Industry Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is essential to all walks of life. Computers are becoming more and more common, and the internet is the most popular
by-product of the turn of the century. Student Shelter In Computers has the vision of ensuring that Pakistan attains a role on the Global ICT map as an innovative and cost-effective location. Advocating for the interest of the industry, Student Shelter In Computers will be recognized locally and internationally as the voice of the Pakistani ICT industry. The ICT industry in Pakistan has boomed as a result of its cost-effectiveness and the multiple benefits it provides. Computers have bridged gaps across the world, and retrieving information round the clock is now possible. Information can be stored in great amounts in a variety of storage space options. Networking has enabled information sharing within offices, resulting in seamless integration, and the cost of maintenance is very minimal. The digital world is very structured and organized, and allows multiple accesses.